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SECTION 1

learning context

1

design context

learning purposes

In this unit children will learn:

t to identify small items that are
precious; (Session 1)

t to develop 3D form from 2D sheet
using nets; (Sessions 2 and 5)

t about different means of producing
lids for containers; (Session 3 )

t about different means of organising
contents in a container;

(Session 4)

t to apply surface decoration using
block printing, peel-off/stick-on labels,
illustrations and found items;

(Session 5)

t to use scissors, safety ruler, staples,
adhesive tape and PVA glue to
construct simple 3D forms from thin
card. (Sessions 2 and 5)

Many children have particular small
favourite items or treasures. These are
precious but not necessarily valuable in
monetary terms – an attractive pebble or
shell, a small toy figure, a tiny doll, an
old coin, an unusual button, a buckle
from an old shoe. Usually these items are
associated with a fond memory – a
holiday, a visit, a lucky find – and
sometimes they involve friendships. A
difficulty with these items is that they can
easily get lost. One solution to this
problem is to design and make a special
container, one that can hold the item
safely and from its appearance reflect the
importance of the contents. The children’s
task is to identify one, or a few, small
items that are precious and to make a
suitable “treasure” box.



SECTION 2

tasks for learning

the small tasks
the focused practical tasks

the big task
the design and make task

2

1 Deciding on my treasure
30 minutes

2 Making different boxes from nets
60 minutes

3 Exploring how lids work
60 minutes

4 Exploring ways of organising
60 minutes

5 Exploring surface decoration
60 minutes

The big task is to design and make a
container that can hold one or two
favourite small items safely and that, from
its appearance, reflects the importance
and nature of the contents.

up to 2 hours in 30-minute or
60-minute lessons

The evaluation 30 minutes

Unit review 30 minutes

the  body lid is made from just one piece of card and there are six
additional pieces to locate the lid onto the body of the container.
Careful drawing, cutting, scoring and assembly are required to
achieve this quality of construction. The colouring was achieved
with rapid strokes of a dry marker on plain card



SECTION 3

children’s decisions

design decisions

3

The children can decide on the following:

t the small items that will make up the
treasure

required learning in Session 1,
design decision made in Sessions 5–7;

t how the container might be
constructed from a net

required learning in Session 2,

design decision made in Sessions 5–7;

t the way the container opens and closes

required learning in Session 3,

design decision made in Sessions 5–7;

t the way the contents will be organised

required learning in Session 4,

design decision made in Sessions 5–7;

t the way the container will be decorated

required learning in Session 4,

design decision made in Sessions 5–7.



deciding on my treasure
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SECTION 4

teaching the unit

suggested timing
30 mins

session
one

Pupil activity

Divide the class into groups of four and
tell the class that each group should
discuss what each of them might have
that is a treasure and to write a short list
of possibilities. At the end of 10 minutes
ask each group to report back to the
whole class. Build up a table on the
board using the following headings:

Our treasures
The treasure     Why is it precious?

When each group has reported back, ask
the class what can be done to keep these
treasures safe and to prevent them from
getting lost. If necessary introduce the
idea of a special container in which to
keep them.

Homework

Ask each child to decide on a treasure
and to explain to a parent or guardian
that the child is going to make a special
container for it and would like permission
to bring the treasure into school.

Resources
Stimulus: a small item of personal “treasure”;
Consumables: paper;
Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check
Discuss the hazards and risks involved in working as a group and how the risks can be controlled by
the way the children behave and treat one another.

Teacher input

Tell the class that they are going to
discuss treasures and to begin with you
are going to describe a piece of treasure
that belongs to you: one of your special
possessions  – an old coin that you found
as a child, an unusual button you bought
at a jumble sale. Explain why it is so
precious, perhaps because it reminds you
of an enjoyable time or a special
friendship. It is important that the item you
talk about is small and inexpensive. Now
ask the children to think about small
possessions they have that are precious in
this way.
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making different boxes from nets
suggested timing
60 mins

session
two

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Explain to the class that making a
container from lots of separate pieces is a
very tricky business, which is why you are
going to show them how to make a
container from a single sheet of card.
Show the class how to cut out and
assemble a given net to produce a cubic

box. Demonstrate careful cutting, scoring,
folding, sparing use of PVA glue (or glue
stick), alignment and holding while the
adhesive “takes”.

Alternatively you can give the class card
templates and ask them to use these to
draw their own nets, which they cut out
and assemble.

careful cutting careful scoring

careful folding careful gluing

careful assembly finished with a lid that opens and closes
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making different boxes from nets (continued)
session
two

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Resources

Stimulus: well constructed boxes made from the nets;
Consumables: card nets, PVA glue, glue sticks;
Tools: scissors, safety rulers.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using scissors, safety rules and glue and how the risks can
be controlled by being careful and using the correct procedures.

Pupil activity

Tell the class that there are three different
nets to try – a cube, like you have shown
them, a pyramid and a prism. There are
ready-to-copy sheets available for each of
hese. Explain that each child should make
just one box as carefully as possible. You
may wish to ask abler children to develop
the nets from scratch. You may wish to
give less able children ready cut out nets.

They should evaluate their boxes by
answering these questions.

t Is the box well made?

t Will the box open and close easily?

t Can the box stand repeated use?

t Will the box be large enough to hold
the treasure?

t Will the box be stiff enough to hold the
treasure?

Talking together about the boxes will
enable the children to begin thinking
about reinforcements for joins, corners,
lid and sides.

Put the boxes produced on display to act
as a class reference collection for making
design decisions about the sort of box to
use for the treasure box. Provide labels
for some of the boxes such as “Will this
be strong enough?” or “What can you do
to make this stiffer?”
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exploring how lids work
session
 three

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

suggested timing
60 mins

Teacher input

Show the class the four different sorts of lids that you they are going to explore:

 lids that slide lids with integral hinges      push-on lids,   and lids with added hinges

Explain that they should look at each of
these in detail so that they can choose
which will be the best one for the treasure
box that they will design and make.

Pupil activity

Divide the class into groups of four and
tell the class that each group should
examine the lids and discuss these five
questions.

t How does each lid work?

t How could each lid be made?

t How easy is each lid to make?

t How easy is each lid to use?

t How well would each lid last?
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exploring how lids work (continued)

session
 three

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Tell them to record their answers to these
questions by making a quick sketch of
each lid and adding explaining notes.

Towards the end of the session ask each
group to report back to the whole class.
Build up a table like this on the board to
help the class discuss the pros and cons
of each type of lid.

  Was it …   push-on lid  with integral hinge with added hinge     sliding lid

  easy to make?

  easy to use?

  long lasting?

Resources

Stimulus: six sets of well made examples of lids (There are ready-to-
copy nets that you can use for the example lids);

Consumables: paper;
Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when working in groups.



suggested timing
60 minsexploring ways of organising
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sessionsession
four

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Show the class four large pictures of different
ways of organising contents in a container.

a container with padding a container with layers      a container with dividers      a container with drawers

There is a ready-to-copy ‘Treasure box:
ways to organise containers’ sheet that
you can enlarge to produce these
drawings.

Explain that the class will be discussing
these so that they can choose which will
be the best one for the treasure box that
they will design and make.

Use the following questions to stimulate
discussion.

t How could each be made?

t How easy would they be to make?

t How easy would they be to use?

t How well would they last?

Pupil activity

At the end of the discussion children
should draw an exploded view of each
way of organising the contents of a
container. They should add notes to
provide answers to the questions. There is
a ready-to-copy sheet ‘Explaining how to
organise a container’ available that you
may wish to use with some children.

Homework

Ask the children to find examples of
containers that have organised contents to
bring into school. Tell them that boxes of
chocolates are a good source of ideas.

Resources

Stimulus: large drawings of ways to organise a container;
Consumables: ‘Treasure box: ways to organise containers’ and ‘Explaining

how to organise a container’ sheet;
Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Tell the class to remind themselves about controlling risks when producing nets and using them to
make boxes as this will be good preparation for the time when they make their own ‘treasure’ box.



sessionsession
five

SECTION 4

teaching the unit
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exploring surface decoration

Teacher input

Tell the class that during this session they
will find out about the following ways of
decorating their containers:
t block printing;   t   illustrating;

t found items;    t   peel-off/stick-on labels.

suggested timing
60 mins

Pupil activity

Organise four “exploration” stations in the
room and divide the class into groups of
eight. Explain that two members of the
group will visit each of the stations to
explore that particular method of surface
decoration and that each group will then
reconvene with the examples from the
exploration and be able to discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of each
method. Then each member of the group will
be able to make a decision as to which
decoration technique to use even though he
or she will have hands-on experience of only
one technique. There will be two members
of each group who will be experts on a
particular technique and be able to offer
advice on that technique to others.  There
are ready-to-copy instruction sheets for each
form of decoration.

Put the explorations on display to
act as a class reference collection
for making design decisions
about the decoration to use for
their treasure boxes.

Resources

Stimulus: examples of the four decoration techniques;
Consumables: poster paints, peel-off/stick-on labels, a range of

found items: buttons, clips, bottle tops, fabric samples, etc.,
PVA glue, glue stick, paper fasteners, ‘Exploring block printing’, ‘Exploring
peel-off/stick-on labels’, Exploring illustrating’, ‘Exploring found items’ sheets;

Tools: felt tip pens, rulers, shape stencils, pencils, paint brushes, printing blocks to
produce simple shapes, stapler, paper punch, needle and thread.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks in using scissors, safety rules and glue. Discuss the hazards
and risks involved in using paints, felt tip pens, needle and thread, printing blocks and staplers and
how the risks can be controlled by being careful and using the correct procedures.
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suggested timing
2 hours as
30- or 60-
mins lessons

sessions
6+7

the big task: designing and making the treasure box

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Through class discussion confirm each
child’s choice of treasure and ensure that
he/she has thought about the following:

t the size of the treasure;

t the size of the container for the treasure;

t how the treasure might be organised
and protected in the container;

t how the container is opened and closed;

t how the container’s appearance
reflects the nature of the treasure.

Each child’s treasure chest should meet
the following general specification.

My treasure chest will  …

t keep my treasure safe;

t be easy to open and close;

t be carefully constructed;

t last well;

t look attractive;

t reflect the nature of the contents.

Pupil activity

Every child should then record their design
decisions to meet the specification by means
of quick thumbnail sketches plus notes. There
is a ready-to-copy sheet: ‘My treasure box
specification’, which you may wish to use with
some pupils.

You can encourage more able children to
develop nets for forms they have not yet
met in this unit – hexagonal prisms for
example. You can also encourage them to
use the close packing of other forms within
the overall container as a means of
organising the storage. For example, six
triangular prisms fit neatly into a hexagonal
prism. For less able children who might
struggle in developing their own nets you
can suggest that they use the existing nets,
which come in ready-to-copy form.

You will need to remind the class about
the importance of doing things in the
correct order. It is probably best to apply
some surface decoration techniques

two possible solutions, one complex, one simple
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sessions
6+7

the big task (continued)

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

before the net is assembled into the
container. Others are best applied once
the container is assembled. It is important
to ensure that children who want a
container that has a main colour use card
of that colour to start with. There is little
virtue and even less learning in painting
white card a different colour.

Remind the class also about the rigidity of
the box and any compartments or
drawers. Encourage the children to
consider how they might reinforce using
straws or thin strips of wood carefully
glued onto the internal edges.

Now each child can produce the net and
other parts for the treasure box from thin
card, reinforce and decorate the
container appropriately to produce his/
her very own treasure box.

Resources

Stimulus: displays of work from previous sessions;
Consumables: poster paint, peel-off/stick-on labels, a range of found items: buttons, clips, bottle

tops, fabric samples, etc., PVA glue, glue stick, paper fasteners, thin strip and straws,
‘My treasure box specification’;

Tools: felt tip pens, rulers, shape stencils, pencils, scissors, paint brushes, printing blocks
to produce simple shapes, stapler, paper punch, needle and thread.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks in using scissors, safety rules, glue, paints, felt tip pens,
needle and thread, printing blocks and staplers.

Extension work

Children who finish early or who require
an extra challenge might be asked to do
the following:

1 explore how they might design the net
for the container using a computer and
software;

2 explore how they might design the
surface decoration of the container
using a computer and software;

3 explore how they might combine 1
and 2 to produce a ready decorated
net that could be printed out and
assembled.
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suggested timing
30 mins

session
eight

evaluating the final product

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Put the class’s treasure boxes on display
with each holding its own “treasure”. Use
the following questions to stimulate
discussion.

t Are there any that look particularly
attractive? Can we explain why?

t Are there any that stand out from the
others? Can we explain why?

t Are there any that look particularly
well made? Can we explain why?

t Are there any that look as if they will
last well? Can we explain why?

Pupil activity

Now each child should consider whether
the container meets the specification by
considering the following questions.

t Does it keep my treasure safe?

t Is it easy to open and close?

t Is it carefully constructed?

t Will it last well?

t Does it look attractive?

t Does the decoration reflect the nature
of the contents?

Each child should write a sentence in
response to each of the questions above.
There is a ready-to-copy sheet ‘Evaluating
my treasure box’ that you may wish to
use with some children.

Resources

Stimulus: individual treasure boxes, ‘My treasure box specification’ sheets from previous session;
Consumables: copies of ‘Evaluating my treasure box’, or paper;
Tools: pencil.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using treasure boxes and how the risks can be controlled.
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suggested timing
30 mins

 session
ten

unit review

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Explain to the class that it is important to
think about how to get better at design &
technology and that they can do this by
discussing the following questions.

t What did you enjoy most?

t What did you find easy?

t What did you find difficult?

t What did you get better at?

t Did you help each other?

t What could have been done better?

t How could these be done better?

Pupil activity

The children should discuss the questions
in groups and when they have finished
you should ask each group to make a
short report to the class. The class should
agree a statement of improvement based
on these reports for their next design &
technology unit.

Resources

Consumables: paper;
Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check
Discuss whether the class used hazard recognition, risk identification and risk control to design and make
safely.
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Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Sessions 6-8

treasure, possessions, net, cube, prism, lid, hinge, sliding, integral, block printing, peel specification,
inexpensive, precious pyramid, tab, stiff organise, padding, off, label, illustrate evaluation

divider, layer, drawer

Stimulus materials   Consumable materials  Tools

SECTION 5

resources and links

vocabulary

resources summary

Session 1

Session 2

Session 3

Session 4

Session 5

Sessions
6+7

Session 8

Session 9

a small item of personal paper pencils
 “treasure”

well constructed boxes made card nets, PVA glue, glue sticks scissors, safety rulers
from nets (see ready-to-copy nets)

6 sets of well made examples paper pencils
of lids

large drawings of ways to ‘Ways to organise containers’ pencils
organise a container and ‘Explaining how to organise

a container’ sheets

examples of four decoration poster paints, peel-off/stick-on felt tip pens, rulers, shape
techniques labels, a range of found items: stencils, pencils, paint

buttons, clips, bottle tops, fabric brushes, printing blocks to
samples, PVA glue, glue stick, produce simple shapes,
paper fasteners, ‘Exploring block stapler, paper punch, needles
printing’, ‘Exploring peel-off/stick and thread
-on labels’, Exploring illustrating’,
‘Exploring found items’ sheets

displays of work from previous poster paints, peel-off/stick-on felt tip pens, rulers, shape
sessions labels, a range of found items: stencils, pencils, scissors,

buttons, clips, bottle tops, fabric paint brushes, printing
samples, PVA glue, glue stick, blocks to produce simple
paper, fasteners, thin strip, straws, shapes, stapler, paper punch,
‘My treasure box specification’ needles and thread

individual treasure boxes, ‘My ‘Evaluating my treasure box’ pencils
treasure box specification’ sheets sheets, or paper;
from previous session

paper pencils
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links to other subjects

SECTION 5

resources and links

Literacy

The work in this module can support
objectives in each term. In term 1 the
children could use their work to provide a
purpose for writing instructions.

In term 2 the children could collect a
variety of different ways of organising
things inside boxes and produce a wall
chart or labelled diagram to show the
ways.

In term 3 this work links well to the
production of an advert such as a poster
or radio jingle for the treasure and box.

Numeracy

There are many links to numeracy
objectives with this module. The children
will be able to practise drawing lines and
angles accurately for a purpose. They will
be identifying nets of simple solid shapes
and visualising 3D shapes from 2D
shapes.

PSME

Many activities around special objects
can take place in circle time. The children
all sit in one circle and follow the rules of
one person speaking at a time.

Discussions can centre around special
items and what they mean to us. How
we show respect for other people’s
belongings and our school. Situations in
class where respect is not shown can be
discussed and solutions generated.



Treasure box cube net

cut along solid lines

fold along dotted lines



Treasure box triangular prism net

cut along solid lines

fold along dotted lines



Treasure box square based pyramid net

cut along solid lines

fold along dotted lines



cut along solid lines

fold along dotted lines

Treasure box nets for lids – added hinge



Treasure box nets for lids – sliding lid

cut along solid lines

fold along dotted lines



Treasure box nets for lids – integral lid

cut along solid lines

fold along dotted lines



Treasure box nets for lids – push on lid

cut along solid lines

fold along dotted lines



Treasure box – ways to organise containers

A container with padding A container with dividers

A container with layers A container with drawers

Enlarge these drawing so that they cn be used for whole class discussion.



Treasure box – explaining how to organise a container

Name Class

Draw an exploded view of each container.  Add notes to explain how they organise the contents.

A container with padding A container with dividers

A container with layers A container with drawers



Treasure box – exploring block printing

The drawing below shows how to use a wooden block to print a single coloured shape.

1  Paint the end of the block with a just enough
thick paint to cover the surface with a thin film.

2  Press the block carefully onto a piece of
paper.

3  Carefully lift the block. 4  The finished print.

You have three different printing blocks like this, two colours of thick paint and two paint
brushes. To explore block printing try some of the following:

t making a printed pattern using one shape and one colour;

t making a printed pattern using one shape and two colours;

t making a printed pattern using two shapes and one colour;

t making a printed pattern using two shapes and two colours.



Treasure box – exploring peel-off/stick-on labels

The drawing below shows how to use peel-off/
stick-on labels to make a border.

The labels Peeling off Sticking down

Peeling off Sticking down And again, and again, and
again!

You have the following labels

To explore using peel-off/stick-on labels try some of the following:

t making a border using one shape of label with one colour;

t making a border using one shape of label of two sizes and one colour;

t making a border using one shape of label of two sizes and two colours;

t making a border using two shapes of label of one size and one colour;

t making a border using two shapes of label of two sizes and one colour;

t making a border using two shapes of label of two sizes and two colours.



Treasure box – exploring illustrating

Here are two ways of illustrating a sea shell.

This is very detailed and took a long time
to do.

This is much simpler and was drawn
quickly. It still looks like a sea shell.

Here is a simple container to hold a sea
shell.

Here are three ways of using the simple drawing to decorate the box.



Treasure box – exploring illustrating (continued)

Which decoration do you think is the
best?

Make a simplified drawing of the stone.Here is a detailed drawing of an unusually
shaped stone.

Use the simplified drawing to show three ways of decorating a treasure box for the stone.



Treasure box – exploring found items

You can use the following things to add decoration to a container:

There are different ways of joining things to a container:

Some ways of joining work better than others.

Some ways of joining are easier to do than other.

Try joining the following to a piece of card to work out which ways are best for you.

pieces of
fabric

fastenings

bottle tops

thin strips of other stiff
materials (e.g.

plastic, wood, metal)

parts of things that are
no longer used (e.g. old

transistor radio)



 My treasure box specification

Name      Class

My treasure box should meet the six criteria listed.

For each one make a quick sketch or a note to show how it will do this.

 1  It will keep my treasure safe. 2 It will be easy to open and close.

 3  It will be carefully constructed. 4 It will last well.

 5  It will look attractive. 6 The appearance will reflect the nature
of the contents.



Evaluating my treasure box

Name   Class

To evaluate your treasure box answer the following questions in complete sentences, giving
reasons for your answers.

How easy was it to open and
close?

Will it last well? How do you
know?

Is it well constructed? Why do you
think so?

Does it look attractive? Why do
you think this?

Does the appearance reflect the
nature of the contents? If so how?

Will it keep your treasure safe?
Why do you think so?
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